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Most collectors have no concept of the categories of weapons in use in the 18th 

Century armies of the French King (Louis XV and Louis XVI). 

We will try to list them before we describe them. 

Going back to the reign of Louis XIV , the arming of troops was the responsibility of 

captains, then the regiment major. They were designated to hold at the  king's 

disposal a set number of men fit to fight. The nature of the struggle was specified, 

but the means of combat, was left to the initiative of Captain.  The Colonel (Master of 

camp) is the first captain , one whose experience guaranteed proper operation. He 

had no responsibility for the weapons. This situation was tolerable when the 

campaign lasted a few weeks, but detrimental when conflicts spread out over the 

years with large numbers of men. It was obvious that this approach was detrimental 

to the interest of the King . Accordingly, Mr Louvois created the Arsenal of Paris - 

based at the Bastille - "Magazin Royal" (Royal shop). An adviser to the Parliament of 

Paris, Mr Titon d'Ognion,  assume responsibility and maintained a stockpile of 

weapons for the Kings troops. 

 

Arsenal and Factory 

The models and production sites were left to the discretion of Mr Titon and only the 

price was fixed. To succeed, Mr. Titon  used contractors and awarded contracts in 

different regions : Saint-Etienne, Ardennes, Normandie, Dauphiné ... 

 Royal Manufactures did not exist. The repetition of conflicts in Flanders caused the 

creation by the administration of the war,  two factories Mouzon (near Charleville) 



and Maubeuge. They were responsible for the repair of weapons collected on the 

battlefield - The army did not waste the money of the King. But , Mr. Titon had no 

connection with these two factories. 

 

Birth of French production: 

An ancient custom is that the sergeants, in addition to wearing a halberd, wear a 

small sword. Yet , one can not ignore the curved bladed weapons: 

- Those of Hussards : The swords are always of foreign origin, mainly from the 

Rhineland , but we can see Hungarian blades, especially among officers.  

- For those of grenadiers or Horseman from the King’s household , the blade is short 

with a little curve, the hilt is with one branch and a simple "pontat" (cross guard) in 

steel or brass. The officers wear the sword "épée". 

It is the war of Polish Succession, which despite its brevity,will cause the first 

changes. In 1730, the king is obliged to have recourse to foreign weapon factories. 

To correct this situation, he created the factory of Klingenthal in Alsace. The factory 

received the privilege of producing swords for the army . The troops, however, were 

not obliged to receive them, creating disputes over quality, squabbles and partisan 

attitudes. Only the royal household was a loyal customer  but those who could afford 

it, continued to receive blades from Germany, despite the financial benefits and the 

quality of production from the  new factory. 

The production of hilts was in the hands of local manufacturers.  They looked at 

ways to cut production costs. In 1730, wood grip with filigree was preferred. In 1733, 

long discussions bring about the adoption of a model : they choose the Double 

"pontat" with a simple branch rather than the triple branches in "N" formation. This 

was the weapon for officers, even if most officers preferred the épée with "pas d'âne" 

(guard bars ). The Royal household and some privileged corps were moving towards 

the “Wallone” model with multiple branches, expensive but of high quality and 

aesthetically pleasing. In 1750 , after the War of Austrian Succession,  another 



branch is added to the model, to protect the hand. The double edged blade makes 

way for single edged  blade with a stronger back. The arms of the officers become 

more frequently the same type as the troops, , to the detriment of épée with "pas 

d'âne" (ring guard bars ) on the battlefield. Epées continue to be carried but at court 

and salons. The Klingenthal factory (or manufacture d'Alsace) begins to provide  

complete swords and not only the blades. 

 

For a better protection: 

During the 7 years war (1756-63), the stronger officer sword changed. The hilt 

became more and more protective similar to the British basket hilt. 

During this war, and following German styled weapons,  there appears a shell hilt 

with a new pommel. The most typical are the swords of Prince de Dombes 

carabiniers in 1750 and after the Comte de Provence carabiniers.  As well as the 2 

typical models is the sabre à palmette (shell) of King’s household grenadier cavalry. 

For the officers a nice sword called " de Monsieur de Grémille" in 1761. To finish, the 

sabre à palmette (shell hilt) of the Swiss Guard appears. 

In 1750, a regulation describes the first  sword for Hussars - designed and produced 

in France. But the  officers weapons continued to come from abroad and followed 

Hungarian and Austrian prototypes . 

For the infantry, no big changes, except perhaps the adoption in 1730 of the simple 

"pontat" for and double "pontat" for Grenadiers in 1733 including Grenadiers cavalry. 

Indeed it is at the end of the  seven years war that they adopt the shell hilt (a 

palmette).  

The fusiliers (infantry troops) experience more and more difficulties in wearing the 

sword and all events lead them to forget theirs. 

This is a real military historic crossroad. Louis XV army is dying. The seven years 

war was a traumatic time for soldiers . It has obvious gaps. The Choiseul duke will 



come onto the scene, and we can draw the curtain... 

 

Pictures (have a look to the French version to look the pictures) 

 

A. This man is a dragon, it is recognizable to his boots and his bayonet. The 

Dragons fight on foot and on horseback - he is armed with a sharp sword and two  

pistols. 

 

B. Strong sword with simple branch and simple pontat/ Mousquetaire sword / strong 

shell sword / Hussard Sabre. 

 

1- It's during the third part of the 17th century that there appears the strong sword 

with a ‘fondue’  hilt. It is called the 1695, simply because is was described by Surirey 

de Saint-Remy in 1695.  However it was used before this date. It is a weapon of poor 

quality in its manufacture and its grip. Few exist and this sword is sought after by 

collectors, due to its ugly appearance it was often scraped, so it's a rare piece. 

 

2-The Fusilier sword – The quality of manufacture was  deplorable. It was used until 

the 7 Years' War. 

 

3-1734 strong sword , double pontat (dish guard) and the hilt with ‘filigrams’ to give a 

good grip. 

 

4-The "wallonne" - Although this word was not used at the time, it means infantry 

and cavalry weapons, forged iron or steel, with multiple branches and double pontat. 

These weapons were adored by the men of the royal household and especially by 

the Gendarmerie during the 18th century. Proper hand protection is evident and the 



weapon is expensive. 

 

5-In 1750, an official statement required that the cavalry sword will be equipped with 

a side branch. It is the logical evolution of the model 1734 with better protection and 

better quality manufacturing. 

 

6-The shell guard, Originally from Germany, then adopted in France.  Always very 

nice, it will evolve into the superb "Garde de bataille" of 1st Empire. Its officer’s 

swords. 

 

C.The hussar saber is regulated in 1752 for the 1st time. The characteristics come 

directly from Hungary 

 

D. This interesting engraving of Watteau gives a picture of reality. This man is a 

soldier of the king. He carries in his bag his riches: clothes, bowl ... the road is long 

and he uses his sword  to help him walk, this weapon is not used like a weapon. The 

gun is the modern weapon and well maintained.  It is now the true instrument of the 

infantry soldier. 

 

E. When one thinks of the soldiers of the 18th century, you think of "Gardes du corps 

du roi " (the bodyguards of the king) - This regiment came from a prestigious old 

tradition and is part of " la maison militaire du Roy" ( the military royal household ).  

This institution was divided in : 

-"gardes du dedans " (inside guard) of Louvres palace with Scottish and French 

Body-guard of king, the hundred Swiss, the gates guards and the guards of "prévoté 

de l'hostel du roi" 

- "gardes du dehors (outside guard) of Louvres palace with Gendarmes of the guard, 



Chevau-légers (light cavalry) of the guard, black Mousquetaire and  grey 

Mousquetaire, Horseman grenadiers of the guard ,French guards and Swiss guards. 

This beautiful but very expensive institution has disappeared during  revolution. 

( All soldiers were noble exception for Grenadiers ) 

 

F. Soldier, from Delaistre and Parrocel military gouaches of 1720 in 10 volumes (only 

3 survived) 

 

G. Soldier, back view, gives an idea of how the bayonet and sword were worn. 

Around 1700, the bayonet is called a "plug bayonet" because the soldier placed the 

bayonet into the  gun barrel. He wore the bayonet vertically. The sword has a "pas 

d'âne" ring and a fondue hilt. 













 


